Contact information

Staff members and their current responsibilities.
Contact details of staff members:

**AMIELH Isabelle**  
Chief Administrative Officer  
Tel +33 4 76 57 46 17  
Isabelle.Amielh@imag.fr

**BOVAS Jean Denis**  
Administrator of Systems and Networks  
Tel +33 4 76 57 49 87  
jean-denis.bovas@imag.fr

**CRÉBIER Jean-Christophe**  
Director  
Tel +33 4 76 57 46 15  
Jean-Christophe.Crebiere@imag.fr

**HANIER Julien**  
MPW run ams and STMicroelectronics  
Tel +33 4 76 57 48 34  
Julien.Hanier@imag.fr

**PAILOTTIN Jean-François**  
MPW Run Manager: STMicroelectronics  
Tel +33 4 76 57 47 97  
Jean-François.Pailotin@imag.fr

**RABACHE Christelle**  
Design-Kit Support and MPW Run Engineer  
Tel +33 4 76 57 49 19  
Christelle.Rabache@imag.fr

**VERLY Romain**  
MPW Run Assistant  
Tel +33 4 76 57 48 65  
Romain.Verly@imag.fr

**BÉNIS MOREL Chantal**  
Communication  
Tel +33 4 76 57 46 22  
Chantal.Benis@imag.fr

**CHASSAT Patricia**  
Secretariat and Shipments  
Tel +33 4 76 57 47 47  
Patricia.Chassat@imag.fr

**EYRAUD Sylvaine**  
Design-Kit and MPW User Relationship  
Tel +33 4 76 57 46 79  
Sylvaine.Eyraud@imag.fr

**MANAA Azedine**  
MPW Run Engineer ams and MEMS  
Tel +33 4 76 57 46 21  
Azedine.Manaa@imag.fr

**PARRAU Joelle**  
Accountant  
Tel +33 4 76 57 46 14  
Joelle.Parrau@imag.fr

**TORKI Khoudoun**  
Technical Director  
Tel +33 4 76 57 47 63  
Khoudoun.Torki@imag.fr

Grenoble
Staff members who have left CMP for a new life

COURTOIS Bernard
(Left CMP on Apr.-14)

DÉSAILLOUD Julien
(Left CMP on Aug.-14)

NEBON Clothilde
(Left CMP on March-14)

PLA Simon
(Left CMP on Dec.-14)